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Plus will take part at Abitare il Tempo with its decorative lamps and vases collection that represents 
and expresses the company’s contribution in rewriting and redefining the formal concept of inside and 
outside spaces.

Some  projects  introduce  new  uses  and  aesthetic  components  to  the  objects  of  everyday  life, 
renewing the way we normally interact with them and with the space around us.

A vase is usually defined as a content.  
A Plust collection vase instead is a contemporary project, an aesthetic and functional research for  a series 
of products characterized by unusual dimensions. But Plust means still more: complements with an hybrid 
functionality  to  play  with  and  change  at  one’s  pleasure,  objects  with  different  uses  and   with  inner 
sophisticated meanings to disclose over and over again.

Products are realized in colourful resin, light and resistant designed to become decorative elements 
for inside or outside spaces. All the Plust collection can also light up and illuminate your moments.

PLUST COLLECTION – EVENT & EXHIBITION

"Luci di Pietra, Impalpabilità dei Marmi, Corposità della Luce"
21-22-23 September - Museo Lapidario di Piazza Brà - Verona

The Cubalibre has been selected to set  the evenings “Luci di pietra, impalpabilità dei marmi, corposità 
della luce” – “Luci di pietra, impalpable marbles, dense light ” – organized by Abitare il Tempo with the 
aim to focus the attention to one of the most beautiful site of Verona, the Museo Lapidario in Piazza Brà.

16 Cubalibre designed by Giulio Iacchetti, each one of one meter height will be set to draw an imaginary 
line between the past and the present, between the seventeen century settings created by Francesco 
Galli Bibiena and the contribution that nowadays design can give to revalue the history of our cities.

"GOAL! A Parade of Contemporary Italian Design”
18-22 October Mumbay - India

The Cubalibre will also take part at the exhibition "GOAL! A Parade of Contemporary Italian Design" a 
project  with  the  aim to collect  and show the best  Italian  design of  the latest  years.  Curator  of  the 
exhibition will be Denis Santachiara while Federlegno-Arredo and ICE will be the main sponsor. 
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